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Support for the latest HTML5/CSS3 standards in Dreamweaver Take advantage of updates to the
newest industry technologies using Dreamweaver CS6, including CSS3 transitions for animating
changes and WebKit supportExperiment freely and design efficiently with powerful tools for drawing,
color, creative effects, and typographyNew dimensions in digital imaging Get state - of - the - art
imaging magic and blazingly fast performance with Adobe Photoshop CS6 Extended, the digital
imaging standard preferred for its powerful 2D and 3D editing, compositing, painting, and effects
capabilities.* Vector graphics that work across media Create compelling graphics with Adobe
Illustrator CS6, the industry standard for vector drawingBroadband Internet connection and
registration are required for software activation, validation of subscriptions, and access to online
servicesIngest nearly any file - based format and begin logging immediately with searchable
temporal markers that flow through post - production, allowing you to work faster and stay
organizedI am off to the side, rotating and lining up my circle for the next shotThe GPU - accelerated,
64 - bit Lumetri Deep Color Engine is optimized for performance, regardless of resolution or frame
sizeExperiment freely and design efficiently with powerful tools for drawing, color, creative effects,
and typographyGlobal Performance Cache in After Effects After Effects CS6 takes 64 - bit
performance to a new level with new Global Performance Cache, which optimizes and stores your
previews so you're beating deadlines instead of waiting for updatesNew and reengineered design
tools in Photoshop Extended Create superior designs faster in Adobe Photoshop CS6 Extended with
consistent formatting of type styles, vector layers with strokes and gradients, custom strokes and
dashed lines, and more

To the top Deliver virtually anywhere Deliver robust, engaging web and mobile experiences with
support for the latest advancements in HTML5 and CSS3Count on automatic recovery of your work in
the event of an unexpected shutdownIn a new layout, use the Content Placer to add those items in
the order you want them to appear on the pageFootage ingest and logging with Prelude Manage
preproduction efficiently with Adobe Prelude CS6Linked content in InDesign Link content within or
across Adobe InDesign documents, so that changes made to the parent text or object are applied to
all linked children objectsNew Single Edition now available for publishing to iPad

The new Mercury Graphics Engine delivers unprecedented responsiveness for a fluid feel as you
work.* Adobe Mercury Performance System in Illustrator CS6 Work with precision, speed, and rock solid stability on large, complex files due to native 64 - bit support on Mac OS and Windows with RAM
and overall performance optimizationCamera with Manual settingsBlazing - fast FTP performance in
Dreamweaver Transfer large files with blazing speed using a specifically engineered, multithreaded
File Transfer Protocol in Adobe DreamweaverWith broad support for video formats including RAW,
HDR, and stereoscopic, apply precise HDR grading to raw content and finished editsPlatform:
Windows Manufacturer: Adobe Type: Retail Boxed, Full Edition MPN: 65167117 Stock Code: 066108
More: 515b946325
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